Surgical Management of Peritrochanteric Diseases- A Technical Note
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Abstract
Peritrochanteric diseases are a recurrent cause of lateral hip pain that usually affects middle age and active women. Despite questionable results, classically they have been treated in a conservative way. Surgical techniques are preferred for those who had unsatisfactory results with conservative treatment. In these patients we have developed an arthroscopic surgical treatment that includes the resection of the bursa and the partial release of the iliotibial band, showing satisfactory results. This article describes the surgical technique.

Introduction
With the development of hip arthroscopy, more attention has been focused on peritrochanteric diseases. Despite the questionable results, classic treatment options include therapeutic exercise, physical modalities, corticosteroid injections, extracorporeal shock wave therapy, and regenerative injection therapies [1,2]. In thirty-five patients with peritrochanteric disease, that didn’t respond to classical therapy, we have used surgical treatment and they have showed satisfactory results. This article describes the surgical technique that we used.

Peritrochanteric diseases can be divided in two large groups: Lateral coxa saltans (snapping hip) and Greater trochanteric pain syndrome.

Lateral coxa saltans (snapping hip)
Corresponds to a clinical situation in which young patients, between 15 and 25 years old and 9/10 times women, have sliding of tensor fascia lata over the greater trochanter in a voluntary or involuntary form. This snapping occurs when the standing patient makes lateral movement of the hip, adduction of the extremity, and most of the time during internal rotation. During this movement, the fascia lata goes abruptly from the anterior to posterior position in relation to the greater trochanter, making a visible snapping in the lateral face of the hip. Sometimes, it is accompanied by a clear snapping sound and pain.

In those patients that conservative treatment fails, surgery to release the fascia is proposed. There are multiple surgical techniques for this procedure [3]. The technique that we use is explained as follows.

Iliotibial band release: Technical Iliotibial Band Release from inside to outside:
If the procedure is associated with arthroscopy of the medial compartment, we place the patient in supine position over an orthopedic traction table, but without traction; if not, we place the patient over an operating radiolucent table; so the greater trochanter is identified, and we use the mid-superior and mid-inferior peritrochanteric portals (Figure 1A) [4].

A 70º optic camera is used through the lower portal, crossing the fascia lata in this step to enter in the peritrochanteric space. Once inside, we proceed to infiltrate the space with saline solution to distend it. After this, the superior portal is performed, first by inserting a needle guide until it is visible (Figure 1B), and second by expanding the portal with the dilators and introducing an non agresive shaver and electrosurgical system to clean the peritrochanteric space [5,6].

Once the peritrochanteric space is clear, an hypertrophic bursa may be present and must be removed. Anatomical points to be repaired are identified: greater trochanter, vastus lateralis, and the area of insertion of the gluteus maximus posterior to the vastus lateralis (Figure 2).

Once we have identified the (lateral) fascia lata, we proceed to mark reference points for making the fasciotomy in cruciform shape (Figure 3). The reference points (portals) are then connected to perform the BIT fasciotomy, starting with the horizontal/longitudinal portion, followed by the
vertical (transverse) portion. This procedure is performed using radiofrequency and/or an arthroscopic shaver.

Care should be taken to achieve correct hemostasis in order to avoid post operative hematoma. Rehabilitation begins the same day of surgery, with physical therapy that lasts for about 3-6 weeks depending on the patient response.

**Greater trochanter pain syndrome**

Frequent diagnoses include myofascial pain, trochanteric bursitis, tendinosis and rupture of the gluteus medius and minimus tendons. Furthermore, nerve entrapment like the piriformis syndrome must be considered.

Diagnosis of these pathologies is clinical, using imaging, typically high resolution Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the hip. Gluteus medius and minimus injuries, and bursitis share common symptoms of pain in the lateral aspect of the hip, with pain radiating towards the lateral thigh, and into an ill-defined posterior gluteal zone [7,8]. An important clinical difference of gluteus medius injuries, where the inability to stand monopodal, produces a Trendelenburg gait after a few seconds of being in this position (20-30 sec).

MRI will distinguish between these similar clinical pathologies.

Their management is initially conservative, but patients who do not respond should be considering for surgical procedures [9]. In cases of bursitis (most frequent), surgical treatment includes arthroscopic resection of the bursa and the opening of the iliotibial band longitudinally, similar to the coxa saltans, but only the longitudinal part of the fasciotomy is performed.
In the case of an injury to the tendon of the gluteus medius, it must be repaired, and can be identified at the time of exploration. The arthroscopic technique used is similar to that used with the coxa saltans, using the same portals when entering the peritrochanteric space. Once the gluteus medius injury is identified (Figure 4), we proceed to move it distally to its original position, and fix it with a suture technique that uses two-track anchors, so we can take the tendon at two points for anchor (Figure 5).

Prior to these anchors we cructed the bone, in the greater trochanteric facets, with the arthroscopic 5.0 burr, in order to get a “bleeding bed” where the tendon could heal, Post operative management of the reattachments includes the use of two crunches for 12 weeks and avoid weight bearing as much as possible during this period.

We have had few complications with this technique, including 2 mild hematoma cases, without systemic repercussion, and one case of recurrent pain after surgery.

We believe that it is a very good surgical solution for a common problem, with few complications and no contraindications.
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